Minutes

Present: Amanda Drum, Eva Zhang, Sharon Herrera, Michael LaTorre, Kristeen Gonzales, Lily Gonzales, Devon Wilde, Laura TasEchevarria

Absent: Stephanie Box

1. Assessment
   a. Level I
      1) Delete micro-aggression question on “He looks like a terrorist.” (The question is no longer relevant to this generation of students who were between 1-3 years of age when 9/11 occurred)
      2) Consider to add “That’s so lame” to the micro-aggression question list. (This question seem to be more contemporary)
      3) Delete the case study
   b. Level II
      1) Add a prompt to the case study “what course of action would you select and why?” (Student need a prompt to select)
      2) Revised rubric to fill in the gaps and provide a negative response.

   c. Supervisor – results were positive

2. Presentation Assignments for January Voyage – speakers were determined for each section
   a. Event Chair and Level II Logistics – Amanda Drum
   b. Level I Assistant Logistics – Devon Wilde (Devon may be out)
   c. Compass for Professional Success – Stephanie Box and Lily Gonzales
   d. It’s a Ship, Not a Boat – Delaney Foster and Mahogany TasEchevarria
   e. Focus: Listen……Customer Service – Devon Wilde and Sharon Herrera
   f. Navigating the Waters of the Law – Michael LaTorre and volunteer from Dis. Svs.
   g. Level II Logistics – Kristeen Gonzalez
   h. Level II Assistant Logistics – Kristeen Gonzales
   i. Critical Thinking/Problem Solving – Andrew Kuchem and Stephanie Majors
   j. Social Media – Julie Shuttlesworth
   k. Career Readiness – Leslie Mills

3. Spring 2019 Training - January 11. 8:00-5:00
   a. Staggered training times
   b. Reserve January 10, 4:00-5:00 to set up!

4. Fall 2019 – Probably Saturday, August 24, 8:00-Noon

5. Next Meeting – October 29, 3:00
Action: each presenter should come to the meeting prepare to discuss changes to their presentation and with any change to title